MedPhab Open call
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In-take form
This document is only for your guidance, the in-take form should be submitted through
https://community.medphab.eu/intake-form/
An email of confirmation will be sent within 24 hours after reception of the form.
Confidentiality: This form will be shared with all MedPhab partners on confidential basis. However if the
company has reasons for not sharing the information with a specific partner (s) the company can select those
partner(s) to be excluded in section 5 of this in-take form. The company is not expected to share any IP sensitive
information while filling out this form.
☐ I am interested in receiving technical support from MedPhab partners.
☐ I am interested in participating in the open call for demo cases programme for accessing subsidized support of MedPhab
pilot line services. Please read the application guidelines HERE

1. Company information
Fill in the details below.
Company:
Country:
Contact person from company
Name:
Surname:
Email:
Job title:

2. Summary: Provide a short summary of your new product or service (max. 1 page). If required, you can add a
figure describing your product as well.

3. Technology development: Describe the technical problem you would like to solve (max. 1 page). If
required, you can add a figure/s explaining the problems to be solved as well.
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4. MedPhab partner: Have you identified already a MedPhab partner who could support you in this task?
☐Not identified
☐VTT

☐Philips

☐IMEC

☐Joanneum Research

☐Jabil

☐III-V lab

☐Screentec

☐CSEM
☐Tyndall

5. Confidentiality concerns (if any):

This form will be shared with all MedPhab partners on
confidential basis. However, if the company has reasons for not sharing the information with a specific partner (s)
please select those partner(s) to be excluded. The company is not expected to share any IP sensitive information while
filling out this form
☐None
Research organizations:
☐VTT
☐IMEC
Industrial partners:
☐III-V lab

☐CSEM

☐Screentec

☐Joanneum Research

☐Philips

☐Tyndall

☐Jabil

6. Data privacy approval: Check here to indicate that you have read and agree to the Terms of MedPhab
DATA USE POLICY (GDPR).
☐I agree

